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Theracare Mobile Recliner Chair
The Theracare Mobile is a fully functioning Recliner Chair using either a Dual Motor (action 
c) or a Single Motor Tilt in Space (action a) mechanism. If specified with a dual motor T.I.S 
mechanism the Theracre Mobile can also be supplied with a riser function, the footrest 
used in this option would be a fold down instead of the standard slide out. It is supplied with 
large locking castors and with a wooden push handle and slide out footrest as standard. 
The Theracare Mobile, as its name suggests, can be easily moved between rooms with the 
occupant in the chair, making this a very versatile and comfortable home mobility chair.

If specified with the built in Battery Backup, there is no need to plug the chair in when moving 
between rooms.

We provide a free of charge assessment of your needs, wishes and risks in your own home, 
with absolutely no obligation to purchase. To give you peace of mind, we are members of the 
BHTA and conform to their Office of Fair Trading approved Code of Practice, which includes 
standards of behaviour and ethical guidelines for member staff operating in client’s homes.

All chairs have a 5 year warranty on all actuators and electronics other than the hand control. 
Hand controls upholstery and mechanisms have a 2 year warranty.

Hand Control
The Dual Motor Chair Riser Recliner has 4 buttons allowing you to move the back rest 
forwards or backwards and the leg rest up or down. Once the leg rest is all of the way down, 
the chair will then rise to help you achieve a standing transfer. Our hand controls are the 
best you can get. We believe that cutting corners to save a few pounds can result in reliability 
issues.

Sizes Available
Action of Chair Capacity Width Height Depth Back Height
Theracare Mobile TIS  20 stones 18” to 20” 16” to 22”* 18” to 22” 27” to 30”
(recline only) 
Theracare Mobile 2 motor  20 stones 18” to 20” 16” to 22”* 18” to 22” 27” to 30”
(recline only)
Theracare Mobile 2 motor TIS 20 stones 18” to 20” 16” to 22”* 18” to 22” 27” to 30”
      *Seat Heights are measured from the footboard
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